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LOXi pledge

One day, not too long ago, we all received Noun - Plural asking us when we would be home and for our

addresses. No one knew what was going on, some of us Verb - Past Tense we would be kidnapped. When

Friday finally came, we all were Adjective and did not know what to expect, but soon we were visited by

sisters who had our bids! We were very Verb - Past Participle but before we could get them, we had to

answer some LOXi Trivia. Luckily, we all passed, and were handed little Noun - Plural welcoming us into

the pledge process.

The first step in our pledge process was possibly the most secretive-- initiation. Everyone was confused and

some girls' cars were given Noun - Plural . We ended up being Verb - Past Participle and had to hold

hands as we walked through a parking lot that eventually led into the ceremony. When we were able to take off

our blindfolds, we were in the middle of two rings of sisters, which at first was both Adjective and

Adjective at the same time. That's where we found out we were going to be pledges and were given our

pins! We also found our best friends for the rest of the pledge process, and were able to have Adjective

Noun and meet lots of Noun - Plural .

Next, we were emailed our pledge packets! As told by the packets, we had to interview 12 LOXi sisters and get

to know them as best as we could. At first, it was very nerve racking because we did not know what to expect. It

was a lot of Noun , though, because we were able to really click with a lot of the girls and we found out

our similar interests through Verb - Present Tense with them.

Afterwards, we had plans to go to Proper Noun . Unfortunately, the original plan at Woodstock's had been

canceled,



so instead we met up at the movie room in West Village. There we played jeopardy and ate lots of yummy pizza,

and poor Jazmine bit into a screw. We were then told to close our eyes, which made us very nervous, so we

started Adverb talking amongst ourselves. A weight was then placed in each of our laps, and when we

opened our eyes, we were happily surprised to see Adjective gifts from our bigs. After this event, we

were then continually gifted with Noun - Plural and hints about who are big could be. Some of us were

able to find out who are big was early, and others wouldn't find out until the big reveal.

Before we could find out our bigs, however, we had to create a Noun bag design to give to them! After

much deliberation, we finally came up with a good design that had two Noun - Plural , a white

Noun , a Adjective poppy, and the LOXi greek symbols on it.

The next big step was the greek test! As we nervously approached the day of our test, little did we know, that are

bigs were preparing for Big-Little Reveal! After taking the test (some of us passing, others not as much), we

were handed an article of clothing. With our eyes close we wore our Noun crowns, onesie

Noun suits, starbucks cup signs, and Adjective shirts into a Adjective room filled with

our eager bigs. When we were finally told we could open our eyes, we embraced our bigs at last revealed!

After finding out our Bigs, we had one more step to take; the board interviews. One day we were told to dress in

business casual attire (which I think a lot of us still don't know what that exactly entails) and show up to a

Noun . We weren't really sure what was going to happen since the last few times that we had to dress

business casual, two completely different events took place. We walked into a meeting room to see what looked

like hundreds of people staring right at us. Okay, that may be a slight exaggeration, but you get the gist. And

after



a long 10 minutes, it was all over!

In the end, the pledging process has been very Coordinating conjunction and a really Noun experience

! We are lucky to have been able to get so close to our pledge sisters as well as the sisters of LOXi!
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